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Resume objective statement is the most ignored section of a resume, i.e. it is given less importance
than it actually demands. The reason behind it is unknown, but probably the obsession with high
grades in schools and colleges is to blame. Thanks to the multi national corporations and
globalization, employers started conducting aptitude tests and looked beyond just the academic
records of candidates.

Resume is an important and your only document that speaks on your behalf and showcases what
you have in you, what you can do and what you have done so far in your educational or professional
career. The resume objective statement tells the employer about your ambitions and how you plan
to serve or contribute in their organization.

Although the length of the resume objective statement is restricted to just a few lines, one can
actually right a lot about oneself trying to convince the employer how capable and sincere you are. It
is your prerogative to make the resume attractive by stating your intentions and motives of being in
that particular company. Hence, it is advised that the resume objective should always be different,
unique and customized according to the job profile desired and the organization's requirements.

Some Resume Objective Statement Examples

For example, a statement like this, 'Looking forward to being a medical beat reporter and bring in a
change in the way serious things are projected, how medical advancement is really brining about a
change in the today's world where more news we see are about lifestyle and less of lifestyle
hazards and cure...,' for a wannabe reporter in the journalism field does make an impact on the
recruiter.

Another example for a candidate who is looking for a higher designation than the one he currently
has, could be, 'To find an opportunity to work as an independent Senior Manager and take some
projects for bringing up an organization's shop floor department according to international
standards...'

Freshmen can write about their updated knowledge about the subject or fields that are relevant to
the job. Their education and grades can become their selling proposition, as there are many
employers who look for freshmen for the two reasons basically, viz., they are aware and in touch
with what they have learnt, and secondly, employers can hire them for a lesser salary because they
lack experience.

Depending on what matters to you the most and how important it is to get the job you have applied
for in a particular company, it is necessary to draft the resume objective statement accordingly. The
important thing in doing this is genuineness and sincerity. At the same time, do keep in mind that
you have to substantiate whatever you write here in the following interviews.

Consider the fact that every job opportunity and employer is unique, do not get influenced or let your
enthusiasm dampen because of any reason. Project your actual self in the resume and you can be
sure of getting called for the further selection rounds for the job.
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Johnson Smith provides information about resume writing. His expertise area is in writing sample of
resume objective for different post. If you have any problem to write objective,  you can see a
resume objective example.
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